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ENGLISH-LANGUAGE JOURNALS
Compiled by Duncan Jamieson, Ashland University

_Agricultural History_, Vol. 85, no. 2 (Spring 2011)
http://www.aghistorysociety.org/journal/

• “British Game Shooting in Transition, 1900-1945,” by John Martin, 204-224

_American Economic Review_, Vol. 101, no. 1 (February 2011)

American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 116, no. 5 (March 2011)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/657555

• Book Review: “Body Panic: Gender, Health, and the Selling of Fitness, by Shari L. Dworkin; Faye Linda Wachs” by Kevin Young, 1693-1695

American Scholar, Vol. 80, no. 2 (Spring 2011)
http://www.theamericanscholar.org/spring-2011/

• “Baseball's Loss of Innocence,” by Douglas Goetsch, 82-95

Annals of Iowa, Vol. 70, no. 2 (Spring 2011)

• “A ‘Chief’ Year for the ‘Iowa Braves’: Mayes McLain and Native American (Mis)appropriation at the State University of Iowa,” by: Sarah Jane Eikleberry, 111-131


Australian Historical Studies, Vol. 42, no. 2 (June 2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rahs20/42/2

• “Myth-making in Australian Sport History: Re-evaluating Duke Kahanamoku's Contribution to Surfing,” by Gary Osmond, 260-276

Central European History, Vol. 44, no. 2 (June 2011)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=CCC&volumeId=44&issueId=02&iid=8277650

Columbia: The Magazine of Northwest History, Vol. 25, no. 1 (Spring 2011)
http://columbia.washingtonhistory.org/magazine/default.aspx

• “The Seattle Steelheads,” by Jonathan Shipley, 7-11

East Texas Historical Journal, Vol. 49, no. 1 (Spring 2011)

• “Leroy Colombo: The Deaf Lifeguard of Galveston Island Part II: The Later Years (1943 - 1974),” by Jean F. Andrews, 9-34

Economic Inquiry, Vol. 49, no. 2 (April 2011)

• “Optimal Competitive Balance in a Season Ticket League,” by Rodney Fort, James Quirk, 464-473

Forum, Vol. 9, no. 1 (2011)
http://www.bepress.com/forum/

• “Challenges to Mainstream Journalism in Baseball and Politics,” by Greg Marx, 1-7

German History, Vol. 29, no. 1 (March 2011)
http://gh.oxfordjournals.org/content/29/1.toc

• Book Review: “Performing the Nation in Interwar Germany: Sport, Spectacle and Political Symbolism, 1926–36,” by John Ondrovck, 148-150

Historian, Vol. 73, no. 1 (Spring 2011)

• Book Review: “Greek Sport and Social Status - By Mark Golden,” by Gerald P. Schaus, 187-188
Historical Journal of Massachusetts, Vol. 39, no. 1/2 (Summer 2011)

- “Luther Gulick: His Contributions to Springfield College, the YMCA, and ‘Muscular Christianity’,” by Clifford Putney, 144-169


- “Churchill on the Prairie,” by Philip Larson, Susan Larson, 19-21

Indiana Magazine of History, Vol. 107, no. 1 (March 2011)
http://www.indiana.edu/~imaghist/


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/28/8-9
Special Issue: Sport and the Visual

- “Prologue: Extending Study of the Visual in the History of Sport,” by Mike Huggins, Mike O’Mahony, 1089-1104
- “Imaging Sport at the Grosvenor School of Modern Art (1929-37),” by Mike O’Mahony, 1105-1120
- “Reading Photographic Portraits of Australian Women Cyclists in the 1890s: From Costume and Cycle Choices to Constructions of Feminine Identity,” by Fiona Kinsey, 1121-1137
- “Pedal-Powered Avant-Gardes: Cycling Paintings in 1912-13,” by Bernard Vere, 1156-1173
- “Stadiums: Architecture and the Iconography of the Beautiful Game,” by Benjamin Flowers, 1174-1185
- “The Football Ground and Visual Culture: Recapturing Place, Memory and Meaning at Ayresome Park,” by Jason Wood, Neville Gabie, 1186-1202
- “We Make a Big Effort to Bring Out the Ladies’: Visual Representations of Women in the Modern American Stadium,” by Benjamin D. Lisle, 1203-1218
- “From Melbourne Cooper to Match of the Day and Mo-Cap: Motion as Metaphor and Metaphysics in Animated Sport,” by Paul Wells, 1219-1234
- “Contesting the Master Narrative: The Arthur Ashe Statue and Monument Avenue in Richmond, Virginia,” by Jaime Schultz, 1235-1251
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011

• “Mapping America's Sporting Landscape: A Case Study of Three Statues. By: Smith, Maureen Margaret,” 1252-1268
• “The Palio Banner and the Visual Culture of Horse Racing in Renaissance Italy,” by Elizabeth Tobey, 1269-1282
• “Hasta la Victoria (Deportista) Siempre: Revolution, Art, and the Representation of Sport in Cuban Visual Culture,” by Dylan A.T. Miner, 1283-1300
• “‘Sport for Grown Children’: American Political Cartoons, 1790-1850,” by Kenneth Cohen, 1301-1318
• “Liberation and Containment: Re-visualising the Eugenic and Evolutionary Ideal of the Fizkul'turnitsa in 1944,” by Pat Simpson, 1319-1335
• “Seeing Your Way to Health: The Visual Pedagogy of Bess Mensendieck's Physical Culture System,” by Robin Veder, 1336-1352
• “Sport and Spectatorship as Everyday Ritual in Ben Shahn's Painting and Photography,” by John Fagg, 1353-1369
• “Epilogue,” by Mike Huggins, Mike O'Mahony, 1370-1374

International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol. 28, no. 7 (May 2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/28/7
Special Issue: Asia

• “Elite Sport and Nation-Building in South Korea: South Korea as the Dark Horse in Global Elite Sport,” by Eunah Hong, 977-989
• “Stratification of Women's Sport in Contemporary China,” by Huan Xiong, 990-1015
• “Reinterpreting the History of Women's Judo in Japan,” by Bianca Miarka, Juliana Bastos Marques, Emerson Franchini, 1016-1029
• “Sport, Nationalism and the Building of the Modern Chinese Nation State (1912-49),” by Lu Zhouxiang, 1030-1054
• “Historical Review of Sports Policy in Rural China (1949-2008),” by Lu Wenyun, Ian P. Henry, 1055-1071
• “The Historical Development of Chinese Group Callisthenics,” by Huang Kuanrou, Mao Xuexin, Wu Xin, 1072-1085

International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol. 28, no. 6 (April 2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/28/6

• “‘From Time Immemorial': The Alnwick Shrovetide Football Match and the Continuous Remaking of Tradition 1828-1890,” by Gavin Kitching, 831-852
• “Working-class Sports Clubs as Agents of Political Socialisation in Finland, 1903-1923,” by Lauri Keskinen, 853-875
• “Social Class, Etiquette and Behavioural Restraint in British Lawn Tennis, 1870-1939,” by Robert J. Lake, 876-894
• “Sport in Syonan (Singapore) 1942-1945: Centralisation and Nipponisation,” by
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Lai Juan Lim, Peter Horton, 895-924
• “Professional Sport and Shaw's Cashel Byron,” by Supriya Chaudhuri, 941-955

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=ECH&volumeld=62
&issueld=02&iid=8195437


Journal of Sport and Social Issues, Vol. 25, no. 2 (May 2011)
http://jss.sagepub.com/content/35/2.toc

• “Sport Feminism(s): Narratives of Linearity?,” by Jayne Caudwell, 111-125
• “Women’s Ski Jumping, the 2010 Olympic Games, and the Deafening Silence of Sex Segregation, Whiteness, and Wealth,” by Ann Travers, 126-145
• “A Diaspora Approach to Sport Tourism,” by Janelle Joseph, 146-167
• “Key Themes and Research Agendas in the Sport-Alcohol Nexus,” by Catherine Palmer, 168-185
• “The Puerto Affair: Revealing the Difficulties of the Fight Against Doping,” by Bastien Soule and Ludovic Lestrelin, 186-208

Journal of Sport History, Vol. 38, no. 1 (Spring 2011)
http://muse.jhu.edu.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/journals/journal_of_sport_history/

Articles
• “Three People, Three Journeys, Three Legacies,” by Susan Rayl, 1-4
• “‘Holding Court’: The Real Renaissance Contribution of John Isaacs,” by Susan Rayl, 5-18
• “Harlem’s Unsung Hero: The Life and Legacy of Holcombe Rucker,” by Jarrod Jonsrud, 19-36
• “‘If It Doesn’t Play in Peoria...’” by Ellyn L. Bartges, 37-52
• “The Urban Brethren of the Broom: Curling in Nineteenth-Century America,” by Marsha Ann Tate, 53-74
• “‘I Just Felt Like I Belonged to Them’: Women’s Industrial Softball, London,
Ontario, 1923-1935,” by Carly Adams, 75-94

Film, Museum, and Media Reviews
• 30 for 30 (2009-2010), by Travis Vogan, 125-127
• The U (2009), by Simon C. Darnell, 128-130
• The Band That Wouldn’t Die (2009), by Justin Owen Rawlins, 131-132
• “Muzejsko Memorijalni Centar Drazen Petrovic,” by Murray Nelson, 133-134

Book Reviews
• “African Soccerscapes: How a Continent Changed the World’s Game, by Peter Alegi,” by Benjamin D. Lisle, 135-136
• “The Sporting Life: Victorian Sports and Games, by Nancy F. Anderson,” by Iain C. Adams
• “Joe Cronin: A Life in Baseball, by Mark Armour,” by Robert K. Barney, 141-142
• “Rivals! The Ten Greatest American Sports Rivals of the 20th Century, by Richard O. Davies,” by Travis Vogan, 145
• “Sexual Sports Rhetoric: Historical and Media Contexts of Violence, ed. Linda K. Fuller,” by John M. Carroll, 146
• “King of the Court: Bill Russell and the Basketball Revolution, by Aram Goudsouzian,” by Murray Nelson, 147
• “The Lost Cyclist: The Epic Tale of an American Adventurer and His Mysterious Disappearance, by David V. Herlihy,” by Duncan R. Jamieson, 148-149
• “Shelby’s Folly: Jack Dempsey, Doc Kearns, and the Shakedown of a Montana Boomtown, by Jason Kelly,” by Will Cooley, 150-151
• “Silver Seasons and a New Frontier: The Story of the Rochester Red Wings, by Jim Mandelaro and Scott Pitoniak,” by Benjamin Phillips, 152
• “Reconstructing Fame: Sport, Race, and Evolving Reputations, ed. David C. Ogden and Joel Nathan Rosen,” by Marcy S. Sacks, 153
• “Bowled Over: Big-Time College Football from the Sixties to the BCS Era, by Michael Oriard,” by Ronald A. Smith, 154-156
• “Femmes et hommes dans les sports de montagne: Au delà des différences, by Cécile Ottogalli-Mazzacavallo and Jean Saint-Martin,” by Pascal Charroin, 157
• “Real NASCAR: White Lightning, Red Clay, and Big Bill France, by Daniel S. Pierce,” by Suzanne Wise, 158-159
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011

- “Stolen Bases: Why American Girls Don’t Play Baseball, by Jennifer Ring,” by Megan Popovic, 163-164
- “1921: The Yankees, the Giants, and the Battle for Baseball Supremacy in New York, by Lyle Spatz and Steve Steinberg,” by David Welky, 169

Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, Vol. 38, no. 1 (May 2011)

- “Contest, Competition, and Metaphor,” by David L. Shields, Brenda Bredemeier, 27-38
- “The Desirability of the Season Long Tournament: A Response to Finn,” by Cesar R. Torres, Peter Hager, 39-54
- “Game-Playing Without Rule-Following,” by A.J. Kreider, 55-73
- “The ‘Playing’ Field: Attitudes, Activities, and the Conflation of Play and Games, by Chad T. Carlson, 74-87
- “The ‘Measure’ of an Athletic Achievement Character versus Production, or a Forced Dichotomy in Competitive Sport,” by M. Andrew Holowchak, 88-102
- “A New Conceptual Gloss that Still Lacks Luster: Critiquing Morgan's Treatment-Enhancement Distinction,” by John Gleaves, 103-112
- “In Search of the ‘Sporting Genius’: Exploring the Benchmarks to Creative Behavior in Sporting Activity,” by Peter Hopsicker, 113-127
- “Performance Enhancing Technologies in Sports: Ethical, Conceptual and Scientific Issues,” by Mike McNamee, 128-131
- “Sport and Philosophy: From Methodology to Ethics,” by Andrew Edgar, 132-134
Media History, Vol. 17, no. 2 (May 2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmeh20/current

- “Sport and the Media in Ireland,” by Sean Crosson, Philip Dine, 109-116
- “The Representation of British Sports in Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Elite Irish School Publications,” by Jeff Dann, 133-146
- “Football Sports Weekly and Irish Soccer, 1925-1928,” by Conor McCabe, 147-158
- “The Red Thread of History,” by Liam O'Callaghan, 175-188

Michigan History Magazine, Vol. 95, no. 2 (March/April 2011)


Rural History, Vol. 22, no. 1 (April 2011)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=RUH&volum eid=22&issuel id=01&id=8198404

- “A blow to the men in Pink”: The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and Opposition to Hunting in the Twentieth Century,” by Michael Tichelar, 89-113

Smithsonian, Vol. 42, no. 3 (June 2011)

- “Risky Businesses,” by Carey Winfrey, 3
- “California Surf Museum,” by Rodes Fishburne, 54-55

Smithsonian, Vol. 42, no. 2 (May 2011)

- “Photo Finish,” by Robert Temple, 12-15

Smithsonian, Vol. 42, no. 1 (April 2011)
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/issue/April_2011.html
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011

- “Spokes and Splinters,” by David Schonauer, 12-14
- “Second Acts,” by Charles Michener, 16-20

Soccer & Society, Vol. 12, no. 3 (2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/12/3
Special Issue: Reviewing UK football cultures: continuing with gender analyses

- “Reviewing UK football cultures: continuing with gender analyses,” by Jayne Caudwell, 323-329
- “Gender, feminism and football studies,” by Jayne Caudwell, 330-344
- “‘I don’t think I can catch it’: women, confidence and responsibility in football coach education,” by Beth Fielding-Lloyd & Lindsey Meân, 345-364
- “Tokenism, ties and talking too quietly: women’s experiences in non-playing football roles,” by Jo Welford, 365-381
- “‘Who wants to make aloo gobi when you can bend it like Beckham?’ British Asian females and their racialised experiences of gender and identity in women’s football,” by Aarti Ratna, 382-401
- “‘I'm into high heels and make up but I still love football’: exploring gender identity and football participation with preadolescent girls,” by Ruth Jeanes, 402-420
- “‘It seems really inclusive in some ways, but … inclusive just for people who identify as lesbian’: discourses of gender and sexuality in a lesbian-identified football club,” by Scarlett Drury, 421-442
- “British football: where are the Muslim female footballers? Exploring the connections between gender, ethnicity and Islam,” by Aisha Ahmad, 443-456
- “Girls with learning disabilities and ‘football on the brain’,” by Annette Stride & Hayley F. Fitzgerald, 457-470

Sociology of Sport Journal, Vol. 28, no. 2 (June 2011)
http://journals.humankinetics.com/ssj-current-issue

- “Gender Ideologies, Youth Sports, and the Production of Soft Essentialism,” by Michael A. Messner, 151-170
- “Spatialities of Anger: Emotional Geographies in a Boxing Program for Survivors of Violence,” by Cathy van Ingen, 171-188
- “Women Sports Journalists in Switzerland: Between Assignment and Negotiation of Roles,” by Lucie Schoch, Fabien Ohl, 189-209
- “The Active Aging Agenda, Old Folk Devils and a New Moral Panic,” by Elizabeth C.J. Pike, 209-225
- “Portrayals of Women Golfers in the 2008 Issues of Golf Digest,” by Nicolas Apostolis, Audrey R. Giles, 226-238
• “High School Students’ Attitudes Toward Providing Girls Opportunities to Participate in Sport,” by Marni Brown, Erin Ruel, Stephanie Medley-Rath, 239-253
• “Book Review: Reconstructing Fame: Sport, Race, and Evolving Reputations,” by Katharine Hannah, 254-256

Sociology of Sport Journal, Vol. 28, no. 1 (March 2011)
Special Issue: Physical Cultural Studies: Engendering a Productive Dialogue

• “Introduction to Special Issue: Physical Cultural Studies: Engendering a Productive Dialogue,” by David L. Andrews, Michael L. Silk, 1-3
• “Toward a Physical Cultural Studies,” by Michael L. Silk, David L. Andrews, 4-35
• “What is this ‘Physical’ in Physical Cultural Studies?,” by Michael D. Giardina, Joshua Newman, 36-63
• “Exploring the Relationship Between Pedagogy and Physical Cultural Studies: The Case of New Health Imperatives in Schools,” by Emma Rich, 64-84
• “Bodies in Space: Spatializing Physical Cultural Studies,” by Michael T. Friedman, Cathy van Ingen, 85-105
• “‘Wandering and Wondering’: Theory and Representation in Feminist Physical Cultural Studies,” by Holly Thorpe, Karen Barbour, Toni Bruce, 106-134
• “Physical Cultural Studies [Redux],” by Michael Atkinson, 135-144

Sport, Education and Society, Vol. 16, no. 4 (2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/16/4

Articles
• “Editor’ note: ‘The End of the Waiting Game’: Good news!,” 413
• “Movement of large bodies impaired: the double burden of obesity: somatic and semiotic issues,” by Kjetil Wathne, 415-429
• “Health, (body) image, and primary schooling: ‘Why do they have to be a certain weight?’,” by Barbara Humberstone & Ina Stan, 431-449
• “The meaning of pain during the process of embodiment: a case study of trainee modern dancers' experiences of pain,” by Sourabh Singh, 451-465
• “Charismatic cops, patriarchs and a few good women: leadership, club culture and young peoples' drinking,” by Peter Kelly, Chris Hickey, Sue Cormack, Lyn Harrison & Jo Lindsay, 467-484
• “Primary physical education, coaches and continuing professional development,” by Richard Blair & Susan Capel, 485-505
• “Still ‘more of the same for the more able?’ Including young disabled people and pupils with special educational needs in extra-curricular physical education,” by
“Do as we do and not as we say: teacher educators supporting student teachers to learn on teaching practice,” by Fiona C. Chambers & Kathleen M. Armour, 527-544

Book reviews

• “Sport and challenges to racism,” by Dean Barker, 545-546
• “The Hustle: one team and ten lives in black and white,” by Fiona Dowling, 547-549
• “Biopolitics and the 'Obesity Epidemic'-governing bodies,” by Jenny McMahon, 549-551

Sport, Education and Society, Vol. 16, no. 3 (2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/16/3
Special Issue: New directions, new questions? Social theory, education and embodiment

• “New directions, new questions? Social theory, education and embodiment,” by John Evans & Brian Davies, 263-278
• “Skin pedagogies and abject bodies,” by Jane Kenway & Elizabeth Bullen, 279-294
• “Where inequality lives in the body: teenage pregnancy, public pedagogies and individual lives,” by Wendy Luttrell, 295-308
• “Gender, visible bodies and schooling: cultural pathologies of childhood,” by Carrie Paechter, 309-322
• “‘Change4Life for your kids’: embodied collectives and public health pedagogy,” by Bethan Evans, Rachel Colls & Kathrin Hörschelmann, 323-341
• “From embodiment to emplacement: re-thinking competing bodies, senses and spatialities,” by Sarah Pink, 343-355
• “Inhabiting different bodies over time: narrative and pedagogical challenges,” by Andrew C. Sparkes & Brett Smith, 357-370
• “Urban walking and the pedagogies of the street,” by Alan Bairner, 371-384
• “The feel of mobility: how children use sedentary lifestyles as a site of resistance,” by Martha Bell, 385-397
• “A meditation in which consideration is given to the past and future engagement of social science generally and critical physical education and sports scholarship in particular with various scientific debates, including the so-called ‘obesity epidemic’ and contemporary manifestations of biological determinism,” by Michael Gard, 399-412

Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Vol. 5, no. 2 (2011)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rsep20/5/2
• “On Loving Sport,” by Mike McNamee, 91-92
• “Suits, Autotelicity, Temporal Reallocations, Game Resources and Defining ‘play’,” by Richard Royce, 93-109
• “Does Christianity Demean the Body and Deny the Value of Sport? – A Provocative Thesis,” by Stefano Scarpa Ph.D & Attilio Nicola Carraro, 110-123
• “Sport, Craft Or Technique? The Case of competitive aeromodelling,” by Christopher Norris, 124-148
• “Gene Doping and the Responsibility of Bioethicists,” by Ashkan Atry, Mats G Hansson & Ulrik Kihlbom, 149-160
• “Can there be a Moral Duty to Cheat in Sport?” by Hugh Upton, 161-174
• “Miracles in Sport: A Reply to Hopsicker,” by Keith Thompson, 175-177
• “Do Fish Feel Pain?” by Rebekah Humphreys, 178-182
• “Cycling Philosophy for Everyone – A Philosophical Tour de Force,” by Ron Welters, 182-184

---

**Sport History Review, Vol. 42, no. 1 (May 2011)**
http://journals.humankinetics.com/shr-current-issue

• “The Case of Maurice "Rocket" Richard and the National Standards on Foreign Language Learning,” by Eileen M. Angelini, 17-28
• “The Administrative Core and the Division I Playoff Issue Pre-BCS: A Content Analysis of the Public Discourse from Popular Media Sources and the NCAA News,” by Chad Seifried, 29-55
• “Documenting the Female Boxing Experience: Using the Films Toy Tiger, J.C., and Tyson to Unveil Women's Relationship with Boxing,” by: MacIntosh Ross, 56-69
• “The End of Amateurism in American Track and Field,” by Hart Cantelon, 70-71
• “The Empire Strikes Out: How Baseball Sold U.S. Foreign Policy and Promoted the American Way Abroad,” by Steven P. Gietschier, 71-72
• “Our White Boy,” by Courtney Michelle Smith, 72-74
• “Rivals: Legendary Matchups That Made Sports History,” by Murry R. Nelson, 74-75
• “Dropping the Torch: Jimmy Carter, the Olympic Boycott, and the Cold War,” by Toby C. Rider, 75-77
• “The Manly Art: Bare-Knuckle Prize Fighting in America (Updated Edition),” by Stacy L. Lorenz, 77-79
• “Routledge Companion to Sports History,” by John Wong, 79-80

---

**Sport in History, Vol. 31, no. 1 (March 2011)**
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rsih20/31/1

---
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• “Physicians, Scientists, Exercise and Athletics in Britain and America from the 1867 Boat Race to the Four-Minute Mile,” by Roberta J. Park, 1-31
• “Soccer and Society in Eva Menasse's Vienna,” by Alan Bairner, 32-48
• “Late Cuts: C.L.R. James, Cricket and Postcolonial England,” by Simon Featherstone, 49-61
• “From Bondi to Bude: Allan Kennedy and the Exportation of Australian Surf Lifesaving to Britain in the 1950s,” by Ed Jaggard, 62-83
• “The Invention of a 'Drug of Mass Destruction': Deconstructing the EPO Myth,” by Bernat Lopez, 84-109

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/14/4
Special Issue: Remembering the glory days of the nation: sport as lieu de mémoire in Japan

• “Remembering the glory days of the nation: sport as lieu de mémoire in Japan,” by Andreas Niehaus & Christian Tagsold, 403-411
• :Lieux de mémoire/sites of memories and the Olympic Games: an introduction,” by Gertrud Pfister, 412-429
• “Swimming into memory: the Los Angeles Olympics (1932) as Japanese lieu de mémoire,” by Andreas Niehaus, 430-443
• “Remember to get back on your feet quickly: the Japanese women's volleyball team at the 1964 Olympics as a ‘Realm of Memory’,” by Christian Tagsold, 444-453
• “Tokyo's 1964 Olympic design as a 'realm of [design] memory','” by Jilly Traganou, 466-481
• “Ko-shien Stadium: performing national virtues and regional rivalries in a ‘theatre of sport’,” by William W. Kelly, 482-494
• “From national event to local memory – World Cup 2002,” by Yoshio Takahashi, 495-503
• “‘By running…/ by fighting…/ by dying…’: remembering, glorifying, and forgetting Japanese Olympian war dead,” by Aaron Skabelund, 504-517
• “‘It was October 1964, when I met the demon for the first time’: Supo-kon manga as lieux de mémoire,” by Ikuo Abe, 518-531
• “The professional wrestler Rikido-zan as a site of memory,” by Lee Thompson, 532-541
• “Sports sites of memory in Japan's cultures of remembrance and oblivion: collective remembrance is like swimming – in order to stay afloat you have to keep moving,” by Wolfram Manzenreiter & John Horne, 542-552

-- Page 14 --
Special Issue: Olympic Reform

• “Introduction,” by Bruce Kidd & Heather Dichter, 289-291
• “Scandal and governance: inside and outside the IOC 2000 Commission,” by John J. MacAloon, 292-308
• “Athletes' rights and Olympic reform: a discussion with Johann Koss, Ann Peel and Alexandra Orlando,” by Johann Koss, Ann Peel and Alexandra Orlando, 309-318
• “Towards better Olympic accountability,” by Jean-Loup Chappelet, 319-331
• “Paradoxes and contestations of Olympism in the history of the modern Olympic Movement,” by Dikaia Chatziefstathiou, 332-344
• “From Sydney to Beijing: the evolution of the photographic coverage of Paralympic Games in five European countries,” by Athanasios (Sakis) Pappous, Anne Marcellini & Eric de Léséleuc, 345-354
• “The interpretation of environmental sustainability by the International Olympic Committee and Organizing Committees of the Olympic Games from 1994 to 2008,” by Justine Paquette, Julie Stevens & Cheryl Mallen, 355-369
• “Community capacity and the 2010 Winter Olympic Games,” by Rob VanWynsbergh, Brenda Kwan & Nicolien Van Luijk, 370-385
• “Rules and reform: eligibility, gender differences, and the Olympic Games,” by Sarah Teetzel, 386-398
• “A research agenda for Olympic reform,” by Richard W. Pound, 399-402

Timeline, Vol. 28, no 2 (April-June 2011)

• “BAM IT'S GOING, GOING, GONE!” by: Richard D. Miller, 42-54

Third World Quarterly, Vol. 32, no. 3 (April 2011)

• “Mainstreaming Sport into International Development Studies,” by Simon C. Darnell, David R. Black, 367-378
• “Sport, the Military and Peacemaking: history and possibilities,” by Richard Giulianotti, Gary Armstrong, 379-394
• “Football and Post-War Reintegration: exploring the role of sport in DDR processes in Sierra Leone,” by Christopher B Dyck, 395-415
• “Punching above its Weight: Cuba's use of sport for South-South co-operation,” by Robert Huish, 417-433
• “Preventive HIV/AIDS Education through Physical Education: reflections from
**H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011**

- “Zambia,” by Donald Njelesani, 435-452
- “A Political Ecology of Development in the Boteti River Region of Botswana: locating a place for sport,” by Larry A. Swatuk, Moseki R. Motsholapheko, and Dominic Mazvimavi, 453-475
- “A Secret Instinct of Social Preservation: legitimacy and the dynamic (re)constitution of Olympic conceptions of the 'good',” by Byron Peacock, 477-502
- “More than a Sporting Chance? Appraising the sport for development legacy of the 2010 FIFA World Cup,” by Scarlett Cornelissen, 503-529
- “Corporatising Sport, Gender and Development: postcolonial IR feminisms, transnational private governance and global corporate social engagement,” by Lyndsay MC Hayhurst, 531-549
- “The Paucity of, and Dilemma in, Evaluating Corporate Social Responsibility for Development through Sport,” by Roger Levermore, 551-569
- “Global Subjects or Objects of Globalisation? The promotion of global citizenship in organisations offering sport for development and/or peace programmes,” by Rebecca Tiessen, 571-587
- “Sport for Development and Peace: a public sociology perspective,” by Peter Donnelly, Michael Atkinson, Sarah Boyle, Courtney Szto, 589-601
- “Cautions, Questions and Opportunities in Sport for Development and Peace,” by Bruce Kidd, 603-609

**Third World Quarterly, Vol. 32, no. 2 (March 2011)**

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ctwq20/32/2

- “War Minus the Shooting? The politics of sport in Lebanon as a unique case in comparative politics,” by Danyel Reiche, 261-277
- “The World Cup, Vuvuzelas, Flag-Waving Patriots and the Burden of Building South Africa,” by Sabelo J. Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 279-293

**Women’s History Review, Vol. 20, no. 2 (April 2011)**

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rwhr20/20/2

- “The Making of a Modern Female Body: beauty, health and fitness in interwar Britain,” by Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, 299-317

---

**French Language Journals**

Compiled by Peter Marquis, University of Rouen

*Anthropologie et Sociétés, Volume 34, Numéro 1, 2010.*

Cahiers de Psychologie Clinique 36/1 (2011)
http://www.cairn.info/revue-cahiers-de-psychologie-clinique-2011-1.htm

• « De flammes et de cendres: genèse et déclin des héros sportifs », by Anne-Valérie Mazoyer and Jean-Pierre Martineau, 151-165.

Cahiers Internationaux de Sociologie, 1/2 (2010)
http://www.cairn.info/revue-cahiers-internationaux-de-sociologie-2010-1.htm

• « Evaluation des dangers et goût du risque », by David Le Breton, 267-284.

Carrefours de l’éducation, 30/2 (2010)
http://www.cairn.info/revue-carrefours-de-l-education-2010-2.htm

• « La recherche universitaire en EPS depuis 1945: entre pluralité scientifique et utilité professionnelle », by Cécile Collinet et Philippe Terral, 169-186.

Droit et société 2010/3 (n° 76)
http://www.cairn.info/revue-droit-et-societe-2010-3.htm

• « Du jugement social au jugement pénal. L’autonomie du football professionnel français entre arbitraires et arbitrages », by Hassen Slimani, 667-691.


• « Jeux sportifs, codes et construction identitaire », by Marie Level, Éric Dugas and Thierry Lesage, 113-132.


• « Le sport comme espace favorable à l'expression de sexualités non traditionnelles : le cas de différents sports d'équipe féminins au Québec », by Barbara Ravel, 109-125.


« Documenting the Female Boxing Experience: Using the Films Toy Tiger, J.C., and Tyson to Unveil Women’s Relationship with Boxing », by MacIntosh Ross, 56-69.

« Limites et perspectives de la notion de Technique du Corps de Marcel Mauss dans le domaine du sport », Jean-François Loudcher, 9-27.


« Cohérence et diversité de la science du sport en Allemagne », by Dietrich Kurz, 101-112.

« Cognition collective: partage de préoccupations entre les joueurs d’une équipe de basket-ball au cours d’un match », by Bourbousson, J. et al., 59-90.

H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011

« Histoire et société », 2010), La Vie des idées, 10 février 2011.
http://www.laviedesidees.fr/Sport-en-colonies.html

GERMAN LANGUAGE JOURNALS
Compiled by Rebecca Dawson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Deutsche Zeitschrift für Sportmedizin, Heft 4 (Mai 2011)
Special Issue: “Epigenetik und Sport”

- “Trend der Molekularen Forschung in der Sportmedizin,” by W. Bloch, 83-84
- “Epigenetik - ein neues Aufgabengebiet für präventive Sportmedizin,” by W. Hollmann, 85
- “Genetik und Epigenetik der körperlichen Leistungsfähigkeit,” by T. Ehlerd and P. Simon, 86-91
- “Die kapilläre Laktatkonzentration als Maß für die Belastungsreaktion,” by N. Maassen and G. Schneider, 92-97
- “Einfluss verschiedener Getränke auf Ausdauerleistung und Stoffwechsel bei ambitionierten,” 98-104
- “Verletzungen bei Elitierern der türkischen Nationalmannschaft,” by H. Coknaz, 105-107

Deutsche Zeitschrift für Sportmedizin, Heft 3 (April 2011)
Special Issue: “Training, Muskulatur und Verletzung”

- "Wenn der Muskel exzentrisch wird..." Energierückgewinnung des Muskels beim Bremsen,” by D. Böning, 55-56
- “Sensomotorisches Training als Computerspiel?” by K. Röttger, G. Mornieux and A Gollhofer, 63-68
- “Effekte maschinengestützten Kraftrainings in der Behandlung chronischen Rückenschmerzes,” by A. Stephan, S. Goebel, D. Schmidtdbleicher, 69-74
Deutsche Zeitschrift für Sportmedizin, Heft 2 (März 2011)
http://www.zeitschrift-sportmedizin.de/artikel/archiv-2011/heft-2.html
Special Issue: “Kinder und Sport”

- “Es ist unsere Zeitschrift,” by J.M. Steinacker, 31
- “Befragungsdaten und Akzelerometermessung im Vergleich - ein Beitrag zur Validierung des MoMo-Aktivitätsfragebogens,” by D. Kahlert and R. Brand, 36-41
- “Unfälle und Zwischenfälle bei Kindertauchveranstaltungen,” by B. Winkler, K. Tetzlaff, and C. M. Muth, 42-46
- “Einfluss des sozialen Einzugsgebiets auf die motorische Leistungsfähigkeit und das Aktivitätsniveau im Kindergartenalter,” by K. Ketelhut, H. Strang and M. Holzweg, 47-51

Kleine Leiblichkeiten, Vol. 10 (2011)
http://www.springerlink.com/content/v34088l8401qp044/

- “Lebensweltliche Ethnographie und das Phänomen Sport,” by Anne Honer, 75-88

http://www.springerlink.com/content/0023-2653

- “Der Fußball und seine Entproletarisierung: Zum sozialstrukturellen Wandel der Kickerleserschaft von 1954 bis 2005,” by Oliver Fürtjes and Jörg Hagenah, 279-300

Monatsheft Vol. 103, Issue 1 (Spring 2011)
http://mon.uwpress.org/

- “Betriebsamkeit als Literatur. Prosa der Weimarer Republik zwischen Massenpresse und Buch,” by Jochen Hung, 135-137


Book Review of J. Hill, Sport in History: An Introduction by Jan Dunzendorfer

Review of Michael Krüger and Hans Langenfeld, Handbuch Sportgeschichte: Beiträge zur Lehre und Forschung im Sport by Nils Havemann

“Qualitätsstandards in der Sportwissenschaft,” by Michael Krüger and Eike Emrich, 8-15
“Validierung von neun Bewegungssensoren bei Kindern und jungen Erwachsenen,” by Carsten Müller, Corinna Winter, Marie-Sophie Mogwitz and Dieter Rosenbaum, 16-24
**H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2011**

- “Bewegungsverhältnisse in der Gesundheitsförderung. Ein Ansatz zur theoretischen Konzeptualisierung mit exemplarischer Anwendung auf die Interventionspraxis,” by Alfred Rütten and Annika Frahsa, 25-33
- “Neue Reitsportmotive jenseits des klassischen Turniersports. Eine empirische Untersuchung,” by Claudia Gille, Susanne Hoischen-Taubner and Achim Spiller, 44-46

---

**Sportwissenschaft, “Online First” (2011)**

[http://www.springerlink.com/content/0342-2380/](http://www.springerlink.com/content/0342-2380/)

- “Die Geschichte des Frauenfußballs in Deutschland,” by Yvonne Weigelt-Schlesinger, Carina Sophia Linne and Sandra Hallmann (8. April 2011)
- “Europäische Sportmodelle: Gemeinsamkeiten und Differenzen in international vergleichender Perspektive,” by Florian Bischoff and Benedict Dessauer (18 May 2011)

---

-- Page 22 --
“Von der ‘Körperkulturistik’ zum Fitnesstraining: Zur Geschichte eines Transformationsprozesses im DDR-Volkssport,” by Andreas Müller, 7-24
“Fußball in Deutschland als ethnoheterogener Geschichte,” 25-50
“Die national-globale Welt des Fußballs,” by Werner Hägele, 51-60
“Die national-globale Welt des Fußball,” 80-98

"Wie hält man das durch? Zum Dilemma des Mittelstandes in Jochen Kornelius Schützes Roman Boxen, boxen," by Wolfram Malte Fues, 130-135

“Der Ausschluss der Juden 1933 aus deutschen Turn- und Sportvereinen und das Beschweigen nach 1945,” by Lorenz Peiffer, 217-229
“Die Beteiligung von Sportfunktionären im NS-Regime und ihr Einfluss auf die Sportgeschichtsschreibung nach 1945,” by Hubert Dwertmann, 230-241